Title: “Just My Type”

Format: A Hallmark Original Movie

Network: Hallmark Channel

Storyline: Pop culture writer and aspiring novelist Vanessa Mills lands the interview of a lifetime with the illustrious, elusive and reclusive mystery author Martin Clayborne in his quaint rural town only to realize her own aspirations, dreams and romantic life have taken a back seat along the way. When Vanessa returns home to Portland and a mysterious gift arrives from Martin, she then makes a surprise decision, and finally takes her own advice to “go boldly in the direction of your dreams and live the life you imagine.”
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Associate Producer/ Business Affairs: Aleta Wilson

Production Credit: Two 4 The Money Media

Production Manager: John Prince

Directed by: Paul Ziller
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Cast:

Bethany Joy Lenz (Vanessa Mills)
Brett Dalton (Martin Clayton)
Aleque Reid (Amber)
Colleen Wheeler (Ruth)
Fred Keating (Stanley)
Michele Scarabelli (Dottie)
Rebecca Olson (Lauren)
John Innes (Gus)
Carmen Moore (Cassidy)
Stephen Lobo (Peter)
Link Baker (Jack)
Briar (Ernie the dog)
Nicole Major (Yoga Instructor)
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